
 

In previous notes on computational guidance we saw

that the planetary landing problem was naturally non convex

but that it could be changed to convex form
These changes included

variable transformations

approximations

and exact relaxations

These notes will focus on relaxation techniques i.e

ways of removing the difficult constraints without

actually changing the problem

As a trivial example consider the following two problems

min 2 pl min x P2

s t Xt oil sit CTo 4

Problem P1 has convex Problem P2 has convex

objective a non convex objective a convex constraints

constraints

The solution to both problems is X O Thus P2
n

is an exact convex relaxation for P1



Now we can imagine that P1 is some challenging

guidance problem that we need to solve in real time

Because it is non convex there are weak computational

guarantees and its real time solution is unlikely

Thus our problem is to come up with a

new problem P2 that is convex and always has
the same solution as Pl As you see there are

two challenges

1 Coming up with P2
2 Proving the solutions are the same

There have been a number of papers on this since

2010 in both theoretical and applied journals

Example Consider the minimum time transfer of an LTI

system between two fixed points The control is

an on off 9h01 type control
source of non convexity

A natural relaxation is to allow controls in the

interval 0,1J Let's see if this will work



The Hamiltonian is

H To 1 It Axtbu

The costate transversality a pointwise minimum conditions are

I At If V

Hf O

u 0 Itb 20

I Jb o

singular Itb _o

we can see that the relaxation will work in the non singular
case since u will be only 0 or 1 which is what is

required in the original problem

Let's see if the singular case can occur Suppose it does

and Itb _0 on an interval of time Then

Ib o

Itb ITAb 0

Tb ITTA b o



In matrix form

It b Ab Ah b O

matrix is known as the controllability matrix

If the controllability matrix is full row rank then

7 0 If 2 0 somewhere then it is zero everywhere
Thus at the final time 70 0 which can't happen

Theorem For this problem Aib being controllable
means 0,1J is an exact relaxation for o I

This is about as easy as a relaxation proof can get
But the substance is there proving an exact relaxation

often involves showing there are no singular solutions



Example minimum fuel problems are also quite common

T
min flat at
sit I Axebu Xo Xf given

ful t fo I
source of non convexity

A natural relaxationfor this is lui Il The Hamiltonian is

H To ul x Anbu

The costate and transversal'ity conditions are

ATF If V

Hf D

In the abnormal case 70 0 and the prointwise minimum

condition is

5 b LO
Ib osing
no



As in the minimum time problem Aib being controllable
will block the singular case such that the relaxation

is exact

In the normal case 10 1 and the minimum condition is

Itb L I

a I 5174
singular Itb 1 1

The relaxation will again work in the non singular case
Assume Ttb It for some interval Then

ITb Jab O

Eb ITnib O

Tb IT An b 0

In matrix form

EA Eb Ab A b 0

we again see the controllability matrix but it is now

pre multiplied by A



Thus the product must be full row rank which

leads to

Theorem For this problem if A is full rank and Aib
is controllable then lui El is an exact

relaxation for lui C 0,1

These two examples have been known for decades More

recent results for different problems have been published
by Acitemese Blackmore Harris etc


